
All images Â© David Rivillo, shared with permissionChef David Rivillo diverges from the standard box of spaghetti or penne stocked on most supermarket shelves by adding some flair to his handmade fare. The pasta
enthusiast fashions bowties and tortellini with vibrant stripes and heaps of checkered fettuccine that are more evocative of textiles or stained glass than saucy dishes. Behind each printed dough is a study into the best
ingredients for structure and color, in addition to an understanding of the chemical relationship between the two that ensures each design retains its pattern throughout the cooking process.Having amassed significant
followings on Instagram and TikTok, Rivillo first began the project in 2019 following the death of the late artist Carlos Cruz Diez. I reproduced the &#8216;Cromointerferencia de color aditivo,&#8217; an artwork he created
for the SimÃ³n BolÃvar International Airport, one of the most representative artworks for all Venezuelans, he said in an interview. Since then, my mind has never stopped thinking about it and how to get different designs
and patterns.&nbsp;All images Â© Joshua Nowicki, shared with permissionLast weekend in St. Joseph, Michigan, tall layered pedestals and sloping tables sprung up from the otherwise calm Tiscornia Park Beach, turning
the lakeside vista into a strange, otherworldly environment. Photographer Joshua Nowicki (previously) captured the ice-laden phenomenon, which is caused by powerful winds eroding frozen sand and carving dozens of
towering shapes haphazardly placed along the shore.The unearthly constructions, which look like miniature hoodoos, arise periodically during Great Lakes winters, although Nowicki says these 15-inch formations are
some of the tallest he&#8217;s stumbled upon. They do not last very long (usually only a couple of days). The wind completely erodes them or knocks them down. If the temperature goes up above freezing they crumble,
and often in the winter, they soon get covered by drifting snow, he shares.Find more of Nowicki&#8217;s photos documenting the sights of the Midwest&#8217;s infamously frigid season on Instagram.&nbsp;All images
by Zelie Lockhart, courtesy of Wilkinson &amp; Rivera, shared with permissionIf home is a feeling, then the wriggling furniture collection by husband-and-wife Grant Wilkinson and Teresa Rivera are apt representatives of
our collective anxieties. The design duo opts for squiggles rather than clean, straight lines in their collection of wooden piecesâ€” the internet dubbed them nervous chairs â€”that appear to quake with uneasiness. Curved
legs and arms offer base structure and coiled rungs back support in the ever-growing line of products by their eponymous brand, which is known for putting updated spins on classic pieces. Rivera shares:Our tastes can
be pretty contemporary but weâ€™re fascinated by traditional techniques. We try to incorporate them in each piece: for the Windsor, itâ€™s steam-bending the backrest. For La Silla, we weave the caned seats by hand.
For our latest piece, the Welsh Stick Chairs, we included hand-carved barley twists.Wilkinson and Rivera, who are based in Walthamstow, East London, will launch a few new designs in the next few months, which you
can watch for on Instagram, and shop their current collection through The Future Perfect.&nbsp;All images Â© Claire Partington, shared with permissionCiting traditional portraiture and figurative ceramics, London-based
artist Claire Partington (previously) sculpts grand characters with a dose of contemporary wit: Lavishly outfitted women lose their heads to anthropomorphized octopuses, a flip flop-wearing fairy dozes alongside empty
beer bottles, and sneakers and a cellphone lie next to Sleeping Beauty. Infused with mythological symbols and references to folklore, the delicate figurines meld history and culture across time periods and prompt
questions about interpretation and narrative.Many of the pieces shown here are included in Partington&#8217;s solo exhibition En Plein Air, which is on view fromÂ  February 2 to March 19 at Winston WÃ¤chter Fine Art
in Seattle and coincides with the release of Historical Fiction, a monograph spanning ten years of her career. Until then, explore more of her subversive figures on her site and Instagram.&nbsp;ï»¿ï»¿The findings coming
out of the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Insitute continue to amaze us: new footage from a recent ROV dive into the midnight zone of Monterey Canyon in the Pacific Ocean captures the incredibly rare psychedelic
jellyfish and its vibrant body. First discovered in 2018, the elusive creature has luminous, spindly tentacles that, when drifting in the water, appear like colorful light trails rather than gelatinous appendages. The footage
shares glimpses of both male and female specimens and their distinct body parts, and you also might want to watch this phantom jellyfish and its 33-foot limbs. (via Laughing Squid)&nbsp;All images courtesy of Nikita
AnokhinSt. Petersburg-based designer Nikita Anokhin references the industrial, streamlined architecture that populated much of Soviet-era Russia in his functional home goods. Based on the iconic Brezhnevka
complexes, Anokhin&#8217;s plywood and concrete lamps are comprised of multiple stories of conformist features, including angular balconies and rows of tall windows. Each contains tiny, multi-colored LED lights that
illuminate the individual apartments and reveal miniature domestic scenes unfolding within. Similarly bulky and constructivist, the small, concrete planters are based on Khrushchevka and the round buildings on
Nezhinskaya Street in Moscow.Shop available pieces on Anokhin&#8217;s Etsy and follow new releases on Instagram.&nbsp;All images courtesy of Wageningen University &amp; ResearchIt&#8217;s generally
understood that terrestrial plant life evolved from algae, one key to its successful adaptation being roots that sprawled underground to absorb important nutrients and water. Billions of years later, the fibrous networks are
essential to life across the planet as they ensure the growth and health of individual specimens, help prevent erosion, and capture carbon from the air.A collaborative project of the late botanists Erwin Lichtenegger and
Lore Kutschera celebrates the power and beauty of these otherwise hidden systems through detailed drawings of agricultural crops, shrubs, trees, and weeds. Digitized by the Wageningen University &amp; Research, the
extensive archive is the culmination of 40 years of research in Austria that involved cultivating and carefully retrieving developed plant life from the soil for study. It now boasts more than 1,000 renderings of the winding,
spindly roots, some of which branch multiple feet wide.We&#8217;ve gathered some of the biological studies here, but you can pore through the full collection on the Wageningen University site. (via MetaFilter)&nbsp;All
images Â© Andrew Moore, shared with permissionBetween September 1998 and January 2001, Andrew Moore traveled around Cuba meeting residents and photographing them among their built environments. He
snapped more than 700 8 x 10 color negatives during that period, producing a staggering visual record of a particular moment in the country&#8217;s history primarily shown through its architecture.Through
Moore&#8217;s lens, Cuba&#8217;s palatial residences and generally lavish interiors with marble and gilded details are shown tinged with decay: Paint peels from a ceiling to reveal structural wooden slats, broken
windows are left in disrepair, and mismatched outdoor seating and modern appliances become out-of-place furnishings in once opulent rooms.Shot mostly in urban metropolises, the alluring images are evidence of
architecture&#8217;s power to both respond to and produce a community&#8217;s way of life. Havana, Moore shares with Colossal, is built vertically, with tile roofs, high ceilings, and tall windows that encircle central
courtyards and offer relief from the fierce heat and sun. The daylight is generally hard and creates deep shadows, while by night, which falls quickly, the city is quite dark with little by way of street lighting, he says. Outdoor
walls bleach over time from the sun, and verdant foliage and plant life grow in lush tufts from window boxes and landscaped villas.&nbsp;Many of the buildings Moore photographed were constructed before
air-conditioning was ubiquitous and at the time, hadn&#8217;t undergone significant updates. During his visitâ€”Cuba and its residents were notably experiencing the effects of U.S. embargos between 1998 and
2001â€”this resulted in dozens of residents living together in a structure designed for single families. He explains:These domestic clusters are known as solars. Given these crowded living conditions, and the tropical
climate, Havana can seem like a city inside out: in their extraordinary activity, the overflowing streets remind one of a vast living room. Thus it became of particular importance to me to depict the architectural fabric of this
unique city and country within the context of its people.Residents, while often seen in the distance of the frame, add intimacy and humanity to the series. Along with assistants Ondrej Kubicek, Laurence Dutton, Kevin
Fletcher, and Bart Michels, Moore interacted with locals and heard stories about their lives, which were translated by his friend Paquito Vives, while producing the collection. All of us learned about the city by walking its
streets, by knocking on doors, and through talking with the residents about the history of their city, he shares. People would frequently complain about the condition of their houses, but they were always friendly and most
freely invited us into their homes for a small coffee and long conversations.&nbsp;Professionally for Moore, this staggering body of work was his first chance to gather color harmony, natural light, deep and shallow space,
narrative detail, cultural history, and the human figure within a single image. It was inspired by Julius Schulman&#8217;s photos of Mid-Century Modern architecture and the way people configure within a space, a concern
that&#8217;s visible throughout his extensive archive of locales in Russia and Ukraine, New York, and Detroit.Currently based in Kingston, New York, Moore has published six volumes of his photos, and you can find two
of the most recent, Blue Alabama and Dirt Meridian, on Bookshop. He&#8217;s currently preparing for a solo show featuring Hudson Valley landscapes, which will be on view in 2023 at Yancey Richardson. Until then, see
more of his work on his site and Instagram. (via swissmiss)&nbsp;By Bianca Dunn, SVACE StudentWhether itâ€™s to advance your career or try something new, the Division of Continuing Education at the School of
Visual Arts offers more than 230 courses to choose from. Visit sva.edu/ce to view free events and all online and on-campus offerings. Courses begin on January 24.Online courses are available in:AdvertisingAnimationArt
&amp; ActivismDesignFilmFine ArtsGlobal ArtsIllustration and CartooningInterior DesignPhotography and VideoProfessional DevelopmentVisual and Critical StudiesVisible Futures LabVisual NarrativeWritingFree Virtual
Events &amp; Information SessionsCourse Registration DetailsCourse AdviceIf you need advice or have questions please email ce@sva.edu to connect with one ofour course advisors.About the School of Visual
ArtsSchool of Visual Arts has been a leader in the education of artists, designers, andcreative professionals for seven decades. With a faculty of distinguished workingprofessionals, a dynamic curriculum, and an
emphasis on critical thinking, SVA is acatalyst for innovation and social responsibility. Comprising 6,000 students at itsManhattan campus and 35,000 alumni in 100 countries, SVA also represents one of themost
influential artistic communities in the world. For information about the Collegeplease visit sva.edu.School of VISUAL ARTSDivision of Continuing Educationsva.edu/ceE-mail: ce@sva.eduSwan. All images Â© Richard
Sweeney, shared with permissionEvoking the spread wings of a bird in flight or a dancer&#8217;s graceful bends, the paper sculptures created by Richard Sweeney (previously) convey movement through an intricate
display of folds and pleats. The monochromatic works, which the West Yorkshire, England-based artist manipulates into their final shapes with small cuts, wet creases, and dabs of adhesive, are abstract and asymmetrical
in form, inspiring a range of associations. People see different thingsâ€”animal skulls and a spinal column being a few of my favorites mentioned so far, he tells Colossal.Sweeney&#8217;s process has remained largely
the same during the last few years, and he still crafts a variety of malleable, modular forms like the pliable helix shown below,
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